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arginine (Arg) side chain to bind to, and cross a lipid membrane, despite possessing a neutralizing charge. We
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mol due to the binding of PG lipids.We explore the causes of this small effect of introducing PG lipids and offer
an explanation in terms of the limited membrane interaction for the choline groups of PC lipids bound to the
translocating ion. Our calculations reveal a surprising lack of preference for Arg binding to PG lipids
themselves, but a small increase in interfacial binding afﬁnity for lipid bilayers containing PG lipids. These
results help to explain the nature of competitive lipid binding to charged protein sequences, with implications
for a wide range of membrane binding domains and cell perturbing peptides.hatidylcholine; PE, phosphati-
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The ability of proteins to associate with biological membranes is
critical to many key processes in the body, involving integral and
peripheral proteins associated with cell signaling, enzymatic activity,
membrane transport, membrane sculpting, hormone receptors as well
as the cell perturbing activities of viruses, toxins and antimicrobial
peptides [1,2]. While there are different mechanisms for membrane
association, including non-speciﬁc hydrophobic, covalently linked lipid
anchoring, speciﬁc hydrogen-bonding and ion-mediated salt-bridges
[3–5], electrostatic interactions play key roles in many membrane-
binding phenomena [6,7], which include both non-speciﬁc initial
membrane adsorption as well as speciﬁc protein–lipid interactions [3].
Many proteins such as cytochrome c, HIV matrix protein, phospholi-
pases, protein kinase C, tyrosine kinase Src and annexins possess highly
charged domains for this purpose [3,6,8,9]. Here we aim to improve our
understanding of the driving forces of charged protein–membrane
interactions, by examining the electrostatic interactions between
charged protein and lipid components and their effects on membrane
partitioning and translocation thermodynamics.Protein–lipid interactions are known to depend on the particular
cellular membrane, or membrane domain [4], with changes in lipid
composition affecting protein binding, sometimeswith dramatic effects
on biological function (see e.g. [6,7,10,11]). Such effects of composition
have been observed experimentally, but are not all understood at the
microscopic level. Zwitterionic lipids, such as phosphatidylcholine (PC)
and phosphatidylethanolamine (PE), are the most abundant constitu-
ents of cell membranes [12]. However, anionic lipids such as
phosphatidylglycerol (PG), phosphatidylserine, phosphatidic acid and
phosphatidylinositol [12], which typically comprise less than 30% of
membrane lipids [10], are also important structural and functional
biomembrane components [10,12,13], and engage in speciﬁc interac-
tions with proteins sequences containing positively charged protein
side chains, such as arginine (Arg) and lysine, as well as histidine. As
such, they have been found to be important for driving membrane
association of cationic antimicrobial peptides [14], cell penetrating
peptides [15–17], curvature sensing and membrane bending domains
[18], toxins [19–21], phagocytosis of apoptotic cells [22], protein
aggregation associated with neurodegenerative diseases [23–27], DNA
replication [10], self-assembled DNA delivery systems [28,29], drug
adsorption and delivery [30–33] (including the use of pH sensitive
liposomes [34]), nano-particle, nano-pore, microsphere based biosen-
sors [35–37], protein translocation [10,38–42] as well as for the
activities of many membrane proteins, such as potassium channels
[43,44], mechanosensitive channels [45] nicotinic acetylcholine recep-
tor [46], among others.
The presence of charged lipid components would be expected to
provide an obvious electrostatic mechanism for selective protein
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relatively small even for highly charged peptides (typically around a
kcal/mol or less per residue [6,7,47]) due to the high dielectric
constant of water and electrolyte screening [47–49]. Moreover, the
thermodynamics of anionic lipid binding to proteins and the effects on
structure and function can vary widely [48,50–52]. Thus we seek to
describe, and quantify, the interactions of charged protein groups
with membranes containing anionic lipid components to be able to
better predict compositional roles in a range of membrane binding
phenomena. We employ PG as a test case, because it is one of major
constituents of bacterial membranes (e.g. ~20% of all lipids in
Escherichia coli [12,53]) mitochondrial membranes [10] and lung
surfactants [54], and plays many essential biological roles [10,55],
making it a useful target for studies of electrostatic protein–lipid
interactions.
Intuitively, the binding of cationic protein groups to anionic lipid
components should promote interfacial binding, as well as reduce the
energetic cost of movement inside the membrane, due to charge
neutralization [56]. An early theoretical continuum study [57]
indicated that the pairing of oppositely charged ions may not reduce
these costs, but was based on a rigid low dielectric membrane slab
model. We have shown previously that the movement of a charged
Arg side chain across a pure PC bilayer is accompanied by substantial
lipid bilayer perturbations, contrary to those previous models that
assume a uniform low dielectric slab membrane. While both
continuum and atomistic-level modeling reveal prohibitively large
energetic barriers [57–62], the correct energetics can only emerge
from an atomistic model that allows the membrane its chemical
heterogeneity, its natural ﬂuctuations, and its ability to deform due to
the electric ﬁelds of charged species [63,64]. As we shall demonstrate
here, this is key to understanding the roles of charged lipid
components in charged protein–membrane interactions.
In this study we explore the effect of PG lipids on the, interfacial
binding and translocation energetics of an Arg side chain analog,
methyl-guanidinium (to be referred to as Arg hereafter). Although the
effects of charged lipids on protein binding will depend on the speciﬁc
sequence, structure and orientation in the membrane [51], we seek to
understand the most fundamental contributions to such electrostatic
interactions. Our recent work has suggested a remarkable common
energetics for a range of ionic species, including metallic ions and
charged protein groups [65], and thus we consider our ﬁndings to be
fairly general. Yet, we focus on Arg because it is an important basic
amino acid, known to maintain a positive charge (even inside a
membrane [60]), plays important roles in many signiﬁcant mem-
brane-active proteins and peptides [15,16,66–69], and participates in
key protein–lipid interactions that control membrane protein struc-
ture and function [44,52,70].
2. Methods
2.1. Bilayer systems
All-atommolecular dynamics (MD) simulations have been carried
out to study the process of Arg moving across a hydrated lipid bilayer
composed of either pure dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC)
molecules or mixtures with dipalmitoylphosphatidylglycerol (DPPG)
(see the Supplementary Scheme S1 for chemical structures). Typically
anionic lipids account for substantially less than half of the
phospholipids in biological membranes [10,12], and 3:1 PC/PG or
PE/PG ratios are often used in model membrane studies [52,71].
However, cationic peptides can cluster in domains rich in anionic
lipids [72], justifying the use of a 1:1 PC/PG ratio, which we shall refer
to as a high-PG bilayer, as has also been used in previous experimental
studies [20,72]. We have also simulated a dilute mixture (low-PG)
where just 1 DPPGmolecule was included that remained bound to Arg
(see Fig. 1 for representative equilibrated structures). While in thehigh-PG mixture the Arg is free to bind to PG or PC lipids (as well as
solvent and ions), in low-PG simulations, we consider the case where
Arg is always bound to a PG molecule to observe the maximum
possible effect of the binding of an anionic lipid, and without the
challenge of sampling the dilute mixture. Thus, our two different
DPPG/DPPCmixture bilayers contained either 1 DPPGmolecule per 48
lipids (low-PG), where the PG replaced a PC lipid already bound to Arg
from a previously equilibrated system, or 24 lipids of each kind (high-
PG; 1:1 PG/PC), starting from an unperturbed bilayer of random
distribution (explained below). Lipid bilayers were solvated in ~0.5 M
aqueous KCl solution using ~45 water molecules per lipid. Additional
K+ ions have been added to high-PG system for electroneutrality.
Using an ion concentration above physiological values is known to
lead to some weakening of cationic peptide–anionic lipid interactions
[8,47,73] but improves the sampling of the electrolyte solution and its
interplay with the bilayer interface. We have not simulated other
concentrations, nor different counter-ion species (such as Na+) in this
study, but expect only small changes in interfacial binding and no
change in translocation free energy barriers. Throughout this article,
PC, low-PG and high-PG results are represented as solid, dotted and
dashed curves, respectively.
2.2. Molecular dynamics simulations and free energy calculations
All MD simulations were carried out with program CHARMM
[74,75] using the C27 force ﬁeld for lipids, proteins and ions [76–79]
and TIP3P water [80]. For simulations with PG lipids, the C27r force
ﬁeld with modiﬁed lipid hydrocarbon tail torsions [81] was used,
which yields very similar bilayer structure and electrostatics as
standard C27 [81–83]. We have previously shown that the effect of
lipid hydrocarbon polarizability on ion translocation energetics
through deformable membranes is small (within the errors) [61,84]
and thus is not needed for this study. The topology of PG head group
was not present in the standard CHARMM topology ﬁle and was
constructed, as shown in Scheme S2. MD simulations were performed
in the NPnAT ensemble with hexagonal periodic boundaries at 330 K
(i.e. above the gel to liquid crystalline phase transition temperature,
which is ~314 K for both DPPC [85] and DPPG [86] lipids) and 1 atm
normal pressure using a 2 fs time step, PME electrostatics[87], and a
real-space non-bond cutoff of 10 Å was used with Lennard–Jones
interactions truncated via an atom-based energy shift algorithm [88],
similar to previous simulations [64]. Lateral box dimensions were
based on an area per lipid of 64 Å2 for both DPPC and DPPG lipids,
corresponding to the experimental estimate for the former [89], and
using evidence that it is similar for DPPC/DPPGmixed bilayers [86,90],
owing to the similar size of hydrated PC and PG head groups, and
nearly ideal mixing behavior of these lipids [86].
We have employed umbrella sampling [91] to calculate the
potential of mean force (PMF; free energy proﬁle), from
−30≤z≤30 Å in 61 independent simulations (windows), where z
is the Arg center of mass (COM) position relative to the bilayer COM,
which was maintained by applying a harmonic constraint of 2.5 kcal/
mol/Å2. Each simulation for the low-PG bilayer started with pre-
equilibrated structures from simulations of Arg translocation through
a pure DPPC bilayer simulation (typically 7 ns inside the membrane
[64]), with the closest bound PC head group mutated to PG, and
subjected to steepest descent energy minimization with 100 kcal/
mol/Å2 harmonic constraint on other atoms, which were then
removed in stages of energy minimization. Each system was then
simulated for a further 5–7 ns of simulation (with the ﬁrst 1 ns
discarded). For windows where Arg interacts with lipids (persistent
binding observed for |z|b26 Å), only conﬁgurations with a PG head
group bound to Arg (with distance less than 6 Å, marginally larger
than the ﬁrst minimum in the radial distribution function (RDF); not
shown) were used for analysis, to capture the maximum effect of
charged lipid binding (for the case of this dilute low-PGmixture only).
Fig. 1.Membrane perturbations due to Arg: Equilibrated MD snapshots for Arg transfer across lipid bilayers composed of pure PC or PG/PC mixtures, showing simulations where Arg
was held in bulk solvent (z≈−30 Å, top panels) or near the center of themembrane (z≈0 Å, bottom panels). PGmolecules are yellow, PC C atoms are gray, N are blue, O are red, P are
orange, water molecules are red/white, and K+ and Cl− ions are purple and green balls, respectively. Water molecules inside the hydrophobic core are shown as balls. Arg positions
are shown by white arrows.
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but unperturbed DPPC bilayer structure from a previous MD
simulation of the neutral Arg side chain analog, methyl guanidine
[64], which was then protonated, half of the PC head groups were
mutated to PG (chosen for maximal spread of PG lipids), and 23
random water molecules were replaced with K+ ions for charge
neutralization. Then we performed several rounds of constrained
energy minimization. We carried out a further 10 ns of MD for each of
61 windows (with the ﬁrst 5 ns treated as equilibration to achieve
convergence within 0.5 kcal/mol or less, see Fig. S4 for the PMF
convergence plots), allowing a random selection of coordinating head
groups for Arg (i.e. unlike the low-PG system, here we seek a
completely unbiased measure of the effect of a PC/PG mixture on Arg
translocation thermodynamics). Since binding/unbinding events may
be rare near the membrane center [58,64], an additional 10 umbrella
sampling simulations, at each of 5 different positions (z≈=−2, −1,
0, 1, and 2 Å; i.e. 50 extra independent 10 ns simulations), were
performed, which did not affect the free energy proﬁle more than
0.5 kcal/mol (not shown). All free energy proﬁles were obtained using
the weighted histogram analysis method [92]. Free energy compo-
nents were calculated by integrating the negative of the mean force,
acting on the Arg COM, originating from all individual membrane andelectrolyte components in the system, using Ewald summation, as we
have done previously [84] (see also, Refs. [58,64]). Interaction
energies were obtained using long (20 Å) non-bond cutoffs.
Additional simulations were carried out to examine competitive
binding of PC and PG to Arg at the membrane interface. For pure PC
and low-PG bilayers, umbrella sampling was performed for 5–8 ns
(with 3 ns of equilibration, see Fig. S5 for PMF convergence plots) by
holding the Arg and lipid phosphate group COMs in the plane of
x≈0 Åwith a 10 kcal/mol/Å2 planar harmonic constraint, and varying
the y component of the distance from 2 to 16.5 Å in 30 windows with
0.5 Å resolution (using a similar constraint). Such a planar constraint
was also used to trap the z position of Arg around −18 Å from the
bilayer center (judged to be the position of binding based on
membrane translocation free energy proﬁles), yet the z-component
of the head group position was not constrained. The initial systems
were generated by taking equilibrated PC and low-PG bilayers with
Arg near z≈−18 Å, and choosing the PC or PG lipid that has the
smallest distance from the target x and y values. For low-PG systems,
the average constraint energy was found to be ~0.3 kcal/mol and its
variation from binding site to dissociated state was only ~0.01 kcal/
mol, and can be ignored. The reference position for the dissociated
state was set to be ~16 Å (averaged to within 1–2 Å), corresponding
Fig. 2. Electron density proﬁles of the unperturbed PC (solid curves) or high-PG (dashed
curves) membranes when Arg was held in bulk solvent (z≈−30 Å). The proﬁles for
(A) all atoms (black curves) andmajor (lipid head groups—blue, lipid tails—dark-green,
water—red, ions—cyan curves) (B) or just charged membrane components (lipid
phosphate groups—dark-blue, lipid choline groups—dark-red, K+ ions—dark-cyan, and
Cl− ions—green curves) are presented here. The component referred to as “head
groups” refers to all atoms other than the tails (see the Supplementary Scheme S1). The
proﬁle for Arg is small, centered around −30 Å, and is not shown here.
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additional Umbrella Sampling simulations were not needed, because
the PMFs for PG or PC binding could be obtained from unbiased
simulations, using W(rxy)=−kBT ln g(rxy), where g(rxy) is the
normalized RDF for the Arg-lipid phosphate COM distance in xy
plane, kB is Boltzmann constant, and T is absolute temperature.
2.3. Electrostatics calculations
Electrostatic potentials, φ, were obtained by solution to Poisson's
equation using trajectories from MD simulations saved every 0.2 ps
(i.e. every 100th time step), as described previously [83,84]. The
PMEPOT plug-in [93] of VMD [94] was used to obtain 2D and 1D
proﬁles using smearing factor κ=0.34 Å−1. The Arg contribution was
present in the electrostatic potential proﬁles (to be shown in Figs. 7
and S8–S10). The average potential at the position of the Arg, φion (to
be shown in Fig. 6), was calculated from MD trajectory frames as the
average potential energy change due to placing a +e charge at the
position of the Arg guanidine C, without the Arg charge distribution
present.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Effect of PG lipids on membrane structure and perturbations due to a
charged amino acid
Equilibrated PC, low-PG and high-PG bilayer systems are illustrat-
ed in Fig. 1. The unperturbed membranes (Arg at z≈−30 Å, top
panels) were remarkably similar for PC, low-PG and high-PG bilayers,
prior to the Arg binding and entering the bilayers, as evidenced by
electron density proﬁles and their contributions from individual
components (Fig. 2; PC and high-PG illustrated only). In Fig. 2A we see
that distributions of head groups, hydrocarbon tails and water
molecules are very similar. Although the differences appear small in
this graph, the low- and high-PG bilayers do exhibit a slight decrease
in hydration, with 4–5 less water molecules on average entering the
hydrocarbon core (deﬁned as |z|≤13 Å). In Fig. 2B we see that the
charged components (head group moieties and ions) do show some
discrepancies, but merely because of the absence of half of the choline
groups in the high-PG membrane. In this case, K+ ions from the
electrolyte reside in the interface in their place (the consequences of
which will be discussed below).
The bottom panels of Fig. 1 reveal what happens to the bilayer
structure as Arg moves deep inside the lipid membrane (shown is the
case when it has reached the middle of the bilayer, z≈0 Å). There are
substantial membrane deformations in PC and both low- and high-PG
bilayers, where water molecules and lipid head groups moved deep
inside the membrane core to coordinate the ion (see also Supplemen-
tary Fig. S1 for more snapshots). In the case of the high-PC mixture, Arg
can bind to either PC or PG lipids, or both lipid types simultaneously,
with the case of single PG-binding shown in Fig. 1 (with more
representative conﬁgurations in the bottom panels of Fig. S1). At the
bilayer center, water and lipid head groups formed interfacial connec-
tions to either the top or bottom interface. In one case, Arg was seen to
connect to both interfaces, forming a water wire across the membrane
(see Fig. S1, panel (l)), that was not observed in all previous pure-PC
simulations [58,59,62–64] (without special constraints [64], or using
thinner membranes; Li and Allen, in preparation). This water wire
represents a partially wetted pore [95,96], as opposed to a fully formed/
wetted pore that has been induced by mechanical stress or electro-
poration [97], for example.We hypothesize that the presence of anionic
lipidsmakesmembranesmore prone to the formation of such defects in
the presence of charged protein sequences, consistent with increased
membrane permeabilization by someantimicrobial and cell penetrating
peptides [98–101].To quantify the effects of anionic lipids on the extent of bilayer
perturbation, we computed the penetration of polar species into the
bilayer core (Fig. 3A and B). A comparable number of water molecules
(Fig. 3A) and head groups (Fig. 3B) enter the core as Arg translocates
bilayers with or without PG lipids. For the high-PG bilayer, there was
also a small number of K+ ions inside the membrane core (~0.2 on
average at the bilayer center), which coordinate anionic PG head
groups.We see in Fig. 3C that the net Arg coordination numbers (black
curves) remain similar upon introduction of PG, although there is a
notable increase in phosphate coordination in place of water (a trade-
off analyzed further below). For all bilayers, Arg never completely
dehydrates in the membrane core and retains a minimum of 4–6
water molecules and 1–2 lipid phosphate groups (Fig. 3C).3.2. Evidence of competitive binding of Arg to PC and PG lipids
For the high-PG bilayer, phosphate groups of either or both PG and
PC lipids can coordinate Arg (see Fig. S2). There is essentially always
(≥94% of the time) at least one lipid head group (PC or PG) bound to
Arg at all positions in the membrane, including at the center (Fig. S2).
Within the hydrocarbon core, at least one PC phosphate is bound 46±
5% of the time, in comparison to 69±6% for PG, signifying a greater
extent of binding for the anionic lipid in the low dielectric
environment. Correspondingly, coordination numbers (Fig. S2B) are
higher for PG in the bilayer core (~1.4 vs. ~0.8 for PC). The average
interaction distance between Arg and its closest phosphate in the
membrane core (Fig. S3A) is signiﬁcantly smaller for the case of PG
(~5.3 vs. 6.9 Å for PC), also suggesting stronger binding there.
Opposite trends were observed for interaction distances between
Fig. 3. Penetration of molecules into the bilayer hydrocarbon core (deﬁned as |z|≤13 Å)
due to the insertion of Arg: for water (A), and for lipid phosphate, choline groups and K+
ions (B). Results for pure PC are drawn as solid lines, low-PG as dotted lines and high-PG as
dashed lines. The numbers of core-located specieswere calculatedwith respect to those in
the unperturbed bilayer. (C) Coordination numbers of Arg for water, lipid phosphate and
carbonyl O atoms within 4.85, 4.55 and 5.00 Å of guanidine C, respectively (water—red,
phosphate—blue, carbonyls—green, total—black; pure PC—solid, low-PG—dotted and
high-PG—dashed lines). Error bars here, and in all ﬁgures, represent one standard error of
means from block analysis.
Fig. 4. Free energies of interfacial binding and bilayer translocation: (A) Free energy
proﬁles for lateral binding of Arg to lipid head groups at the interface (z≈−18 Å), with
binding to PC drawn as blue and PG as red. (B) Free energy proﬁles for Arg crossing PC
or PG-containing bilayers, using line styles as in Fig. 2 (PC—solid, low-PG—dotted, high-
PG—dashed).
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PG would be compensated by reduced hydration (Fig. S3B).
At the bilayer interface (deﬁned approximately as 13b |z|≤21 Å), at
least one PC is bound 83±4% of the time, in comparison to 72±6% for
PG, revealing a surprising marginal preference for PC over PG at there.
Coordination by PG is also smaller at the interface (~1.3 vs. 1.8 for PC).
This is also reﬂected by the average interaction distances (~4.4 Å for PG
vs. ~4.0 Å for PC), suggesting slightly weaker binding to PG at the
interface. However, we note that although direct binding to individual
PG molecules is less than expected at the high-PG bilayer interface, the
presence of PG molecules inﬂuences both PG and PC binding to Arg. In
fact, the average interaction distance between Arg and any of its closest
lipids (either PC or PG) in the high-PG bilayer is slightly reduced (Fig.
S3A), both in the core (~3.6 vs. 3.8 Å in PC) and the interface (~3.4 vs.
3.5 Å for PC), indicating a small net cooperative increase in lipid
phosphate binding due to the presence of PG. Overall, there is evidencethat the presence of PG lipids may lead to slightly increased membrane
binding, but especially if the charged protein group resides deeper
inside the membrane, suggesting a driving force for the membrane
disruptive functions by perturbing peptides (e.g. [71,102]).3.3. Thermodynamics of competitive binding of PC and PG at the
membrane–solvent interface
To investigate the competitive binding of PC and PG to Arg at the
membrane interface, we have computed the free energy proﬁles for
lateral binding of Arg to PC or PG head groups (Fig. 4A). The proﬁles
from pure PC and low-PG bilayers look very similar and exhibit
minima of around−1 kcal/mol at a distance of ~4.5 Å, with a shallow
second (“solvent-separated”) minimum at ~10–14 Å for both lipid
types. For the high-PG bilayer, the results again show a similar (and
weak) binding to both PC and PG lipids at the interface. We observe a
slight preference for binding to PC over PG lipids in the interface of a
high-PG bilayer, consistent with the above analysis. We also observe
that binding to either lipid type (PC or PG) is slightly weaker in the
high-PG bilayer compared to the PC bilayer, possibly attributable to
the build-up of counter-ions in the high-PG interface (see Fig. 2B).
Overall, the differences in the thermodynamics of lateral Arg binding
to PC or PG lipid head groups, in any of the bilayer interfaces, are not
signiﬁcant, being comparable to the errors of the calculations. This
surprising outcome maybe explained in terms of: the high dielectric
shielding and electrolyte screening in the interfacial region [103,104]
that reduces the strength of Arg–PG electrostatic interactions; the fact
that PG almost always has a bound counter-ion (K+; see RDF analysis in
Fig. 5. Contributions from different interactions: Interaction energies (A) and free
energy contributions (B) for different lipid components. Water contributions shown as
red and head groups and ions combined as dark-blue (PC—solid, low-PG—dotted, high-
PG—dashed).
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theexpectedgreater solvation free energy of thedissociated state for the
charged PGmolecule compared to neutral PC. However, as we shall see
below, despite similar binding to PC or PG lipid molecules, the presence
of PG lipids in the bilayer can lead to small, yet discernable effects on the
thermodynamics of partitioning to the membrane interface, consistent
with observed afﬁnities for cationic peptides (e.g. [14–16]).
3.4. Free energy of Arg binding to and crossing lipid bilayers
The free energy proﬁles for Arg movement across each bilayer are
shown in Fig. 4B. As in previous studies of zwitterionic bilayers,
[58,59,64] there exist large Λ-shaped barriers of ~20 kcal/mol [64,84],
with shallow minima in the interfacial regions. The reduction in
interfacial free energy due to PG binding is evident, stabilizing the Arg
by 1–1.5 kcal/mol in both low-PG and high-PG bilayers. This is
statistically signiﬁcant given our standard error of means estimate of
~0.2 kcal/mol, and ~0.5 kcal/mol convergence in the free energy
proﬁles (see Fig. 4B and Fig. S4). Thus, whereas the competitive
binding studies above revealed little preference for binding to
individual PG or PC molecules, the net cooperative effect of the
presence of PG lipids is a slight stabilization of Arg at the bilayer
interface.
A 2–3 kcal/mol drop in the translocation barrier due to the presence
of PG lipids (in both low and high-PG bilayers) is also evident, but
remains prohibitively high, despite the charge neutralization of Arg.We
note that the reduction in barrier height can be partially explained by
the strengthening of interfacial binding (in the vicinity of |z|≈18 Å),
which shifts the very similar proﬁle downward by 1–1.5 kcal/mol, for
both low- and high-PG bilayers. Signiﬁcantly, the free energy barriers,
relative to the interfacialwells, are very similar in size andmagnitude for
pure PC and PC/PGmixtures, i.e. themean force as a function of position
across the membrane is almost unaffected by composition. This is
consistent with the theoretical predictions of Parsegein, over 40 years
ago, within the framework of a continuummodel [57], as well as with a
recent MD simulation of a Na+–Cl– pair [105]. We also remark that the
lack of effect of PG on the shape of the free energy proﬁle shown here is
consistent among both low- and high-mole fraction PG membranes, as
well as with the inclusion of 50 additional independent high-PG
simulations (proﬁles not shown, butwere almost identical), all ofwhich
maintain a fully solvated Arg analog molecule, contrary to recent
suggestions [62], and exhibit the corresponding Λ-shaped free energy
proﬁle.
3.5. Interactions with water and lipid head groups inﬂuencing binding
and translocation
The driving force for bilayer perturbations is the large attractive
interactions between Arg and lipid head groups and water molecules
[58,63,64]. Interactions with water molecules are on the order of
−100 kcal/mol in bulk aqueous solution and become weaker as Arg
enters the membrane (Fig. 5A). In a pure PC bilayer, these interactions
are diminished at the interface, due to binding with lipid head groups.
Remarkably, in low-PG, and particularly high-PG bilayers, interactions
with water molecules become highly unfavorable (by up to 37 kcal/
mol) in the interfacial region, indicative of the effects of increased
preferential head group binding in PG-containing bilayers. This
preference is also evident deep inside the hydrocarbon core, where
Arg–water interactions are just ~−25 kcal/mol for high-PG (com-
pared to −40 kcal/mol for PC).
The interactions of Arg with lipid head groups are also strongly
attractive (b−100 kcal/mol), as we have examined in detail with both
MD and QM calculations for the pure PC bilayer case [58,61,64]. The
comparison to bilayers containing PG lipids is complicated, however,
owing to the interactions with PG and their balancing counter-ions (K+
ions in the electrolyte). These additional K+ ions in solution preferen-tially reside in the vicinity of the interface due to the PG head groups in
the high-PG bilayer, as seen in the electron density proﬁles for
an unperturbed membrane (see Fig. 2B). The cation distribution peaks
at |z|≈20 Å, verymuch like the phosphatemoieties of the PG lipids (not
seen for the pure PCmembrane). The RDF proﬁles in Fig. S6A also show
substantial binding of K+ ions to phosphate moieties in the high-PG
membrane (in nearly a 1:1 ratio; ~0.24 K+ ions bind directly to PG,with
a further ~0.67 in a solvent-separated minimum). In contrast, the
binding of water molecules is similar in both cases (Fig. S6B).
Just as one encounters large energetics when breaking down
interactions into contributions from phosphate and choline of a
zwitterionic headgroup (not shown), the same applies to the anionic
lipid–counter-ion case (a “dissociable zwitterion” of sorts). For
instance, the analysis, reported in Fig. S7A, reveals a large repulsion
of Arg away from themembrane interface by the cationic counter-ions
(by up to 200 kcal/mol), but there exists a counteracting attraction to
the interface by the lipid head groups (by up to−370 kcal/mol), with
a net attraction from head groups and ions (shown as dark-blue
curves in Fig. 5A) to the interface of b−100 kcal/mol, like in the
zwitterionic case. These opposing interaction energies operate as Arg
moves into the core of the bilayer, with net interaction energies being
more strongly attractive for PG bilayers, by as much as−70 kcal/mol,
consistent with the coordination analysis above.
The variation in the head group+ion interactions across the
membrane is opposite to that with the water (compare dark-blue and
red curves in Fig. 5A), revealing a balance of interactions that favors
head groups for PG and favors water for PC lipids. Though a greater
divide between head group+ion and water interactions exists in PG-
containing bilayers, the sum of these components (not shown), is
fairly similar among bilayers, which we will investigate in terms of
free energy contributions below. We also note that interactions with
lipid tails are small (~−2 kcal/mol) and similar for the different
bilayers, and are not shown.
Fig. 6. Electrostatic potential proﬁles across unperturbed (black) and perturbed (by
Arg; red) PC (solid lines) or high-PG (dashed lines) bilayers.
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Despite attractive interactions with polar membrane components,
even at the center of the membrane, there are large free energy
barriers for all bilayers (Fig. 4B), indicating the signiﬁcance of indirect
energetic and entropic contributions, and the importance of not
relying solely on interaction energies for analysis [64]. We have
performed a force decomposition analysis (Fig. 5B) to obtain
contributions to the reversible work from different membrane
components. We again combine salt ions with lipid head groups to
avoid the complication of large and opposing counter-ionic forces (as
well as possible artifacts associatedwith Ewald energy calculations for
systems with a non-zero net charge [61,106]) for a better comparison
between PC and PG head groups (though see Fig. S7B for a separate
analysis, not discussed further here).
For all bilayers, there are large opposing contributions from water
and head group+ions (lipid tails contribute little and are not shown).
In the interfacial region, there exist large unfavorable water
contributions (up to +35 kcal/mol for PC and +90 kcal/mol for
high-PG, see red curves in Fig. 5B) which are overcome by favorable
head group+ion interactions (dark-blue curves), leading to shallow
interfacial minima of −1 to −3 kcal/mol in all free energy proﬁles.
Near the bilayer center, the water contribution to the free energy for
PC and low-PG bilayers is large and negative (of the order of −60 to
−50 kcal/mol; Fig. 5B). This is overcome by large destabilizing head
group/ion contributions (of the order of +60 to +70 kcal/mol),
despite very attractive interactions (≤−100 kcal/mol) with these
moieties (Fig. 5A). This again illustrates the difference between
interaction energy and free energy analysis, where the weakening of
Arg-head group interactions as Arg enters the bilayer is accompanied
by strain energies and entropic costs associated with bringing polar
components into the bilayer core [58,64]. As a result of these large
opposing terms and a small (~4 kcal/mol) lipid tail contributions (not
shown), the net result is a ~20 kcal/mol barrier for PC and low-PG
bilayers.
At ﬁrst glance, it appears a different story is told by the
decomposition for the high-PG bilayer, where work contributions
from each component is ~50 kcal/mol different to what is seen in the
PC and low-PG bilayers. For instance, at the bilayer center there is no
longer a cancellation of large ±50 to 70 kcal/mol contributions, but
instead a sum of two small positive terms (of the order of 10 kcal/mol)
leading to a free energy barrier, apparently coincidentally similar in
magnitude to the PC and low-PG bilayers. However, another look at
Fig. 5B reveals that, for the high-PG bilayer, the large opposing terms
fromwater and head groups+ions still exist, but have been shifted up
or down, once Arg has entered the bilayer. It is interesting that not
only is the shape of the total PMF across the bilayer the same, but the
contributions to the work (relative to the interface) from water and
head groups+ions are also unchanged: the only noticeable difference
being a shift in the free energy contributions at the interface. As we
described above, the bilayer interface for a PC/PG mixture provides a
home for Arg which is preferentially binding lipid phosphates over
water molecules, leading to these shifts. Once taken into consider-
ation, the shape of the free energy proﬁle and its components is
approximately the same, when inside the membrane, and thus the
mean force felt by Arg as it crosses a mixed PC/PG bilayer is much akin
to that for a pure PC bilayer. Below we explain why this is so.
3.7. The leading charge hypothesis of membrane translocation
We have found previously that the electrostatics of a deformable
membrane plays an important role in ion translocation energetics
[84]. We have found that a charge never crosses into the low dielectric
membrane hydrocarbon core, but instead it moves across the
membrane by continually deforming its interface such that the ion
never dehydrates [84]. This observation can possibly help to accountfor the relative insensitivity of free energy barriers to the presence of
anionic lipids, as well as the remarkable similarities in PC and high-PG
bilayers discussed above.
Fig. 6 shows that the dipole potentials, φ, of unperturbed PC and
high-PG bilayers (black curves) are fairly similar, being ~910 and
850 mV in magnitude, respectively. However, we have previously
shown that the electrostatic potential of the unperturbed membrane is
very different to the potential actually experienced by a translocating
ion [84]. This potential, φion (red curves), reveals the electrostatics
actually felt by the ion as it moves through the deforming bilayer, and is
substantially smaller than the dipole potential of an unperturbed
membrane, reaching only 380–500 mVat the bilayer center (thoughwe
refrain from referring to this measure as a dipole potential for the
deformablemembrane, per se, because the resultant electrostatics in the
presence of the ion incorporates both long-ranged and immediate
solvation environment contributions). The proﬁles also exhibit only
relatively small dependence on lipid composition corresponding to a
change in the ion electrostatic energy, eφion, of ~3 kcal/mol near the
membrane center (as seen in the free energy proﬁles in Fig. 4B as well).
The 2D electrostatic potential maps corresponding to an Arg
position near the membrane center in Fig. 7A (with additional maps
for several positions of Arg across the membrane in Fig. S8) reveal a
similar story for both PC and high-PG bilayers. Similar membrane
perturbations, indicated by low-potential regions extending to the
membrane center, are evident in both cases. 1D electrostatic potential
proﬁles (Fig. 7B) also demonstrate that the potential along the z axis,
when Arg is at the bilayer center, is substantially altered from that of
the unperturbed bilayer (see also Figs. S9 and S10 for other Arg
positions), and in a similar way for PC and high-PG bilayers.
Arg (shown as asterisk in Fig. 7) is located at the boundary between
the high and low potential regions (blue and red regions in Fig. 7A),
feeling a strong electric ﬁeld (riding the slope of the φ curve in Fig. 7B),
repelling it from the membrane. This ﬁeld remains high as the Arg
crosses themembrane (see e.g. Fig. S9 for a complete series), because its
charge never crosses the bilayer interface, it just reshapes it [84]. It is the
charge of the Arg pushing against this fairly constant ﬁeld, as it moves
deeper into thedeformedbilayer, that leads to thedistinctΛ-shaped free
energy barrier. The P atom from the negatively charged coordinating
phosphate (from PC or PG, shown as a circle or square in Fig. 7,
respectively) trails behind the Arg, remaining in a region of lower
potential, but still signiﬁcant electric ﬁeld. However, in the case of PC,
the N atom of positively charged choline (triangle in Fig. 7) is located in
the region of nearly zero potential and zero electric ﬁeld (and this is the
case throughout the translocation process, see Fig. S9). That is as Arg
enters the bilayer, the choline of the coordinating PC lipid feels no net
electrostatic force at any time, and thus does not add to the energy cost
Fig. 7. Electrostatics of the deformable membrane: (A) 2D electrostatic potential maps along the z axis and distance r from the z axis for the case where Arg was near the bilayer
center for PC (left) or high-PG bilayers (right). (B) 1D electrostatic potential proﬁles along the z axis for the same systems (magenta). The average positions of the MGuanH+
guanidine C and its closest DPPG P, DPPC P and N atoms are shown as asterisk, square, circle and triangle (white in panel A), respectively. The corresponding system snapshots are
shown in left and right bottom panels of Fig. 1A. Electrostatic potentials of the unperturbed bilayer are shown as black curves in (B).
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choline should not affect the energetic barrier felt by Arg, consistent
with the free energy proﬁles in Fig. 4B.
This “leading charge hypothesis” predicts that it is the Arg (and to a
lesser extent, its coordinatingphosphate) that plays adominating role in
membrane translocation energetics.We conclude that the presence of a
counter-charge (an anionic lipid in this case) will have only a small
effect on translocation energetics, simply because the forces associated
with the membrane interaction are essentially unchanged. We note
that, in some cases, Arg was coordinated by multiple lipid phosphates,
and we have also seen that a second bound lipid resides with its head
group in a region of low electric ﬁeld (see e.g. Figs. S8 and S10, panels (i)
and (j)). The situation presented in Fig. 7 is the predominant one, yet, as
was noted above, a single instance where the formation of a complete
water-wire across the membrane has been observed in 1 of 111
independent high-PG simulations (see Fig. S1, panel (l)). In this uniquecase, the electrostatic potential contribution at the position of the Arg
nearly disappears (Figs. S8(l) and S10(l)). The loss of interfacial force in
this case would lead to a ﬂattening of the free energy proﬁle, but only if
this situation were to occur frequently over a range of positions, which
was not the case in these simulations.4. Conclusion
We have observed that Arg movement across a lipid bilayer
composed of zwitterionic PC lipids or anionic PG/PC lipid mixtures
exhibit similar membrane perturbations, and subsequently, similar
free energies for membrane binding and translocation. The presence
of charged lipids does not provide signiﬁcant stabilization for
translocating ions, with barriers remaining prohibitively high, despite
the charge neutralization provided by the counter-charge.
1681I. Vorobyov, T.W. Allen / Biochimica et Biophysica Acta 1808 (2011) 1673–1683Wehave reported free energy proﬁles and their decompositions into
work done by water and lipid components, which reveal surprising
similarity in PC, low-PG and high-PG bilayers, with balancing contribu-
tions from water and lipid head groups that lead to similar net
energetics in each bilayer, irrespective of the composition. The only
discernable effect is a preferential binding to lipid phosphates at the
membrane interface in the case of the PG/PCmixture, leading to a slight
increase in interfacial binding, but little change in themean forces asArg
traverses the bilayer. We have presented an explanation for why the
shape of the free energy proﬁle is so similar, despite the change in
composition. This explanation comes from analysis of the electrostatic
forces felt by the Arg and its accompanying lipid components, which
reveals that it is Arg feeling the force expelling it from the membrane,
with similar forces felt by negative phosphates common to PC and PG,
and with the trailing positively charged choline moieties essentially
feeling no forces throughout the translocation process, explaining the
lack of effect of anionic lipids (that are missing this moiety) on the
thermodynamics.
Inorder to achieve a strongdrive to bilayer insertion, nature employs
multiple basic amino acid residues, as is the case for a variety of
membrane active protein sequences (e.g. [14,17,18,21,69,107,108]).We
have observed here that the net effect of a PG/PC mixture is an overall
increase in binding of Arg to phosphatemoieties of PC or PG lipids, and a
subsequent lowering of the free energy at the bilayer interface. For a
single charged aminoacid side chain analog, this effect is 1–1.5 kcal/mol.
This estimate could change with varying conditions (in particular
electrolyte concentration [8,47,73]), but is consistent with the per-
residue estimates, ranging from a fraction to 1 kcal/mol, from
experimental studies of highly charged peptides binding to PG-
containing bilayers [47]. The higher value for the single Arg side chain
may indicate some non-additivity of charged protein–charged lipid
interactions.
Interestingly, analysis of competitive binding of Arg to individual
PC or PG lipid head groups at the membrane interface revealed no
discernable preference for the anionic lipid. This is likely due to
shielding by the high dielectric membrane interface (exceeding that
of bulk water [103,104]), more favorable solvation free energy of the
dissociated PG molecule, as well as the fact that PG lipids are strongly
associated with cationic counter-ions from the electrolyte. We can
conclude that the presence of PG lipids in a bilayer will promote the
insertion of charged peptides, as seen experimentally, but that the
mechanism is not as clear-cut as a simple binding of anionic lipids
directly to the charged protein groups. This analysis will help to
provide a deeper understanding of how all membrane-binding
domains and membrane-perturbing peptides function in bilayers of
different composition.
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